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WITHTOBACCO EXPERTS...
WITHMENWHOKNOWTOBACCO BEST
/ “AURITZ MELCHIOR is known
as the greatest Wagnerian

tenor in the world. His roles...
such as “Tristan”... are among the
most difficult—and hence the most
throat-taxing—in opera. Soit means

a lot to every smoker when Mr.
Melchior says: “I prefer Luckies for
the sake of my throat.”

in all tobacco
—even the finest.
And Luckies do use the finest

tobacco. Sworn records show that

sige

among independent tobacco ex-

perts— auctioneers, buyers, warehousemen, etc.—Lucky Strike has
twice as many exclusive smokers as
all other cigarettes combined.

In the impartial, honest judg-

rette that employs the ““Toasting”’

ment of those who spend their
lives buying, selling and handling

process, the special process that re-

tobacco...who know tobacco best

moves certain throat irritants found

..-it’s Luckies—2 to 1.

Luckies are the one and only ciga-

Ee

Luckies—A Light Smoke
EASY ON YOUR THROAT=— “IT’S TOASTED”
Copyright 1937, The Amenean Tobacco Comnen:
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The Unredeemed Rebel
@ By Ambrose Nakao
College men and women in this country
desire to know about American writers.
This biographical and critical article on
Father Tabb will help you to have your
desire fulfilled.

Gen

“This is the Catholic priest
Who in piety never increased.
With the world and the devil,

He kept on a level,
But from flesh he was wholly released!”

reader, be not deceived by this

Life was not a pleasant dream of roses and

treacherous title which seems to indicate

nightingales for poor John. One word is written across the whole span of his life, Pain,
against whose glooming tyranny his courageous

that the ensuing paragraphs are another attempt to editorialize upon the Spanish
War. The article will, indeed, mention a
war, but it is one that transpired almost a
tury ago—here in our own United States.

Civil
civil
cenThis

war must be mentioned, because of one John

spirit ever rebelled with the rallying cry of
laughter and the sure weapon of prayer. When
the record blockade-runner, “Robert E. Lee,”
was captured in 1864, young Tabb was a

Bannister Tabb, a Virginian lad of sixteen, who

member of its crew. (Conflicting opinions pre-

participated in it as Captain’s Clerk on the Confederate Steamer, “Robert E. Lee.’’ And he,

vail about this issue,.for some historians would

incidentally is the hero of this account.

Siren” on its way to the West Indies.) At any
rate, he and his fellow-prisoners were sent to
Point Lookout, Maryland, for eight months’
close confinement, the attendant miseries of

John was always a rebel—an “unredeemed
rebel” as he himself, in later years upon
mature consideration, qualified the epithet.
While yet attending school as a little boy, he
evinced his “rebel”? tendencies by the many
“screaming” caricatures of his elders which he
executed with such skill that the indignant
victims themselves could not chastise his impudence for sheer laughter. Nature also favored
John with a great gift for music. And, of course,
he was a poet. But here indeed must end the

have it that our hero was captured on “The

which would have made life literally unbearable for the young “rebel” (at that time a non-

Catholic) but for the friendship of a fellowrebel and fellow-poet, Sidney Lanier. Theirs
indeed was a holy friendship, such as may be
founded on virtue alone. For in later years,
when Tabb was Father Tabb, he wrote to
Lanier’s eldest son in speaking of life in the
Federal prison: “There was no room for dis-

list of his endowments. His constitution was

guise. Men appeared what they really were,

never robust; his eyes, suffering from a peculiar affection, rendered continued reading

noble or low-minded, pure or depraved; and

strenuous even in boyhood. It culminated in
total blindness towards the end of his life. So

there did one trait of your father’s character
single him out. In all our intercourse, I can
remember no conversation or word that an

destitute were his features of anything that

angel might not have uttered or listened to.”

even suggested of personal attractiveness that
he celebrated his ugliness in the limerick inscribed beneath a cartoon of himself.

Is it then exaggerated sentiment wherewith we
should charge the poet-priest when he wrote
these lines to Lanier?
Page three

“And while thine image in my heart
Doth constant shine,
There, haply, in thy heaven apart
Thou keepest mine.”
Strongly as the two kindred spirits felt themselves drawn one to the other, fate ordained

that they should
“Live and love and die apart,
But soul to soul and heart to heart.”
Lanier’s death must have brought one of the
darkest moments into the life of Tabb.

“T lean upon the rugged stone
As on the breast from whence I came

To learn ’tis not my heart alone
That bears thy sacred name.”

After his release from prison in February,

But the “rebel’? went further yet. In 1874,
he entered St. Charles’ College to prepare for
the priesthood. Having completed his classical
course, he was given a chair of English in the
College. Here he remained till he went

“The darkened way
Whence none returns to tell
Of those that thither stray
What fate befell.”
John Tabb took his theological course while

a member of the Faculty of the College. His
ordination took place on December 20, 1884,
in the Baltimore Cathedral. How keenly must
the young levite have felt his own unworthiness

as he knelt at the altar of God, while the
sacred oils consecrated him God’s priest forever, “secundum ordinem Melchisedech.”

1865, Tabb became a teacher in St. Paul’s

Protestant Episcopal School in Baltimore (Tabb
being an Episcopalian, of course). The young
teacher here came under the spiritual influence
of one Rev. Alfred Curtis, who though an

“Better for Sin to dwell from Heaven apart
In foulest night
Than on its lidless eyeballs feel the dart
Of torturing Light.”

Episcopalian in name, was close to the Catholic
Church. Tabb was soon transferred to Racine

(another Episcopal insti-

John Tabb was thenceforth Father John
Tabb. So competely did he place himself—his

tute); the separation, however, could in no
way affect the cordial relations between these

whole being, his whole life—at the disposal of
his Master that he could boldly say,

College, Wisconsin

two about to cross the bar.”
“No need, O weary traveller,
To seek the ocean far,
For here, whene’er the coast is clear,
The schooners cross the bar.”
Curtis was received into the Catholic Church

in April, 1872; and within four months of that
date, Tabb formally renounced the Episcopal
Church of his boyhood and youth, by receiving
baptism from the hands of Bishop Gibbons, the

late Cardinal of Baltimore.
“Were all the heavens an overladen bough
Of ripened benediction lowered above me,
What could I crave, soul-satisfied as now,
That thou dost love me?”’
Truly he had reason to be “soul-satisfied.”’ But
he had to struggle against the inveterate prejudice of his friends and family, who thenceforth
always regarded him as a “rebel.”’ Their unfor-

giving prejudice grieved him sorely.
““A leaf may hide the largest star
From Love’s uplifted eye;
A mote of prejudice outbar
A world of Charity.’ ’
Page four

“Lo, all I have is Thine—

My wealth, my poverty.
Ne’er canst Thou, Lord, resign
Of Self so much to me:
For, giving Thou hast more,

But I, henceforth, am poor.”
But father John Tabb was still John Tabb,
the “unredeemed rebel.’

Priesthood indeed

brought him closer to his God. But had he not
always been close to Him? Surely it is the soul
accustomed to commune intimately with the
Creator through His creatures—surely it is

such a soul alone that could have written
“T see Thee in the distant blue;

But in the Violet’s dell of dew,
Behold, I breathe and touch Thee too.” Or,

“My God has hid Himself from me
Behind whatever else I see.
Myself—the nearest mystery—

As far beyond my grasp as He.”
Priesthood did not asceticize Father Tabb’s
wayward Muse. His conceptions of friendship
are of the loftiest, yet none the less pathetically
human.

theless, most cruel, that made his last years a
veritable martyrdom. Never were his unflinching fortitude and noble cheerfulness so manifest as during the two years of his blindness—

‘with half averted eye,
Day after day, I passed thee by,
Till suddenly, a subtler art

Enshrined thee in my heart of heart.’”’ Again,

and when again he saw, the light that fell upon
his orbs was that of another world. He was
calm, at times even joyous, always resigned.
Once, yes only once, during those dreary years,

“How many an acorn falls to die
For one that makes a tree;
How many a heart must pass me by
For one that cleaves to me!”’ And yet again,
“Once only did he pass my way,—
‘when wilt thou come again?
Ah, leave some token of thy stay!’
He wrote (and vanished) Pain.”’

did his courage fail him—and he petitioned
Cardinal Gibbons for a new “See.”
“They bound Thine eyes, and questioned ‘Tell

us now

By his sacerdotal consecration, Father Tabb
had voluntarily bound himself to a life, identical in essence with the lives of those, who,
renouncing all earthly love, have pledged them-

Who smote Thee?” Thou was silent. When
today
Mine eyes are holden, and again they say
Who smote thee?’ Lord, I tell them it is

Thou!”

selves to the one divine Love. Yet this priest,
judging all things with the sanity and security,
even of Christ who held familiar converse with
the woman of Samaria, who forgave the woman
taken in adultery, and who allowed the Magdalen to kiss His feet—this priest saw no inconsistency in his sympathetic understanding of
human passion. In the “Sphynx” he wrote

Again he wrote of his blindness,
“‘Whate’er my darkness be,
’Tis not, O Lord, of Thee:
The light is Thine alone;
The shadows, all my own.”

On the night of November 19, 1909, Father
Tabb died in his room at St. Charles’ College.

“Ah, not alone in Egypt’s desert land
Thy dwelling-place apart!
But wheresoe’er the scorching passion-sand
Hath seared the human heart.”

‘So sweet to tired mortality, the night

Of Life’s laborious day
That God Himself, o’erwearied of the light

This account of Father Tabb would not be
complete without devoting a few final para-

graphs to an affliction, long foreseen, but never-

Within its shadow lay.”
The “rebel” had at length surrendered—“‘in
manus tuas, Domine.”’

NIGHT
Close in, close in, O gentle night,
And be partaker of my plight;
Engulf me in thy folds, and free
My soul from sorrow’s tyranny,
My soul from life’s unnumbered woes!
‘vith whispers of sweet consolation,
And soft delight of meek persuasion,

In dreamful slumber let my spirit find repose.
—MICHAEL KEREZSI.
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Bottoms Up
® By Archie

Drawing from an hitherto untapped
source, and for reasons best known to
himself, writing under a nom-de-plume,
a veteran contributor shows us how
funny drunks can be. We hope for more
of the same.

twenty minutes or so, and all the while there’s
a little old soak standing next to him looking
up into his face and drinking in every word

=u. you see, Ed, I was just in this
place looking for material for my

“can I ashk ya a queshton?” “Sure,” says the
traveler, ‘‘go ahead.” ‘Well,’ says the little

next book, cause you know I’m not the kind that
hangs around those places. I’m gonna call it
“The Troubles of a Tippler’—the book I mean.

guy who’s feeling higher than a Georgia pine,
“have you ever had the D.T.’s?” “No,” says
the T. in a disgusted voice. “Then, buddy,” pipes

As I was saying, I was standing there with my
foot on the rail and my fingers curved around a

the inebriate triumphantly, “ye ain’t sheen

WW

glass of ale (tall)—just for atmosphere, you
know—when in comes a gent who has “MacTavish” written all over his map. Well, the
little Scot puts his elbows on the bar real solidlike and says, “Gimme a short beer.” ‘‘Certainly,” says the barkeeper, and hands out a glass
of as pretty a clear, amber liquid as you’d ever
see. Well, Ed, no sooner had that glass slid
down the bar than our Highland friend grabs
it in a death grip and holds on for dear life.

*“What’s the idea of trying to squeeze the glass

like they were drops of gin. I guess he was
waiting for him to run out of breath or out of
adjectives, cause finally he did, and then the
little drunk pops up. ‘Shay, brother,” he says,

nothin yet.”

I think that’s a rather witty crack, so I follow
this tippler over to a table and sit down with
him. Before he sees me there, in walks a
wobbly-kneed individual who makes a zig-zag
for our corner—and not because he’s dodging

tables, either. After crying on the newcomer’s
shoulder for three or four minutes, my liquorsoaked subject-matter says: ‘‘Whassa matter,
Al, ya look kinda white aroun the gills.” “I been
sick,” says Al brokenly, “I been havin a nawful

“Well, sirrah,” he explains in his choppy little

time; for three weeks I been seein little red
lizards with pink spots crawlin’ all over me,

way, “when I was a boy I saw one of them things
spilt once.” “Oh,” I says and move away, cause
I know he wouldn’t make a very good subject
for a character sketch in my book which I’m
gonna write. He’d be too constricted, if you
know what I mean.

but I finally got cured—lI just came from the
doctor and I’m allri’ now.” ‘‘Thassa lie Al,”
says the drunk, “that doc crossed ya up—he
didn’ cure ya at all, cause there’sh one o’ them
lizards crawlin across you lap ri’ now.” I guess
that was too much for the little drunkard, Ed,

in two, Mac?’’ I ask in a kinda surprised tone.

cause he sat down, laid his head on the table,
and passed out cold.

But I wasn’t giving up, Ed. You know when
I get my mind set on something, there isn’t anything that can stop me, large or small—and I
don’t mean beer. Well, I didn’t have long to
wait, cause I had just ordered my fourth, when
I happened to notice the crowd gathering at

It looks like the soak is going to sleep for quite
a while, and I’m getting hungry so I order a
couple of ham sandwiches and a dish of salad

one end of the bar and so I nonchalantly sidles

which has a high-sounding French name. Well,

down to see what all the excitement’s about.
Well, it turns out that some monkey has just
come back from his vacation and is telling
about his travels. It seems that this dude has
been clear to California and back, and he cer-

I start on the sandwiches first and push the
salad over near the drunk just to get it temporarily out of the way of my elbows, which are
working like the knee-action on a Chevie. And

And now I’m coming to the funny part, Ed.

tainly isn’t slighting any part of these United

you’ll never believe it, Ed, but what happens is
this: my friend comes to before I expect him to

States, cause from the way he talks, the sights
he’s seen can’t be matched by anything under

made up of diced tomatoes, carrots, and some

the sun. This Travelin Sam keeps talking for

grass all covered with mayonnaise, and sitting
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and the first thing he sees is the dish of salad,

right under his nose. Well, he considers the
salad a minute or so and then, ignoring me
completely, he calls a waitress. “Young lady,”
he says airly, “wish due respect to the high
standardsh of shervice of this honorable eshtablishment and to your pershonal integ-integintegrity, I’d like ta ashk ya a question.” “Yes,
sir,” answers the lady, “what is it?” “Well,”
he says, “I’m shtill a little foggy, and there’sh
one thing that’sh botherin’ me,” and he points
to the salad and says, ‘“‘Do I eat this, or DID I?”
That just about finishes me, Ed, and I get to
laughing so hard I choke on the second ham
sandwich and knock the table over with my
convulsions. My friend thinks I’m drunk too
(and maybe I am) so that makes us friends

right off and he tells me his life story. Just
what I was hanging around for, cause I’m going
to write a book and call it—but I guess I told

you that already.

But I don’t stick around long, Ed. You see,
first of all this dude tells me his name, which
sounds kind of familiar. But I says, go on tell
me more. He keeps on talking and it all gets

clearer and clearer. Finally he says, ‘Shay

buddy, what’sh your name?” I jump up real

quick like I just remembered an appointment
and blurt out, “My name’s Smith—I’ll be seeing
you.”’ After I put twenty or thirty city blocks
between me and this honkey-tomk I’m breathing easy again. “Well, Archie,’ ’I says to myself,
“never again.” You see, Ed, it dawned on me
all of a sudden that this soak was my long-lost
brother who ran away with a half-witted, clubfooted scrubwoman twenty-three years ago.
On second thought, Ed, I’m going to call my

new book “The Teetotaller’s Triumph” and

it’s going to be all about prohibitionist preachers. See you later, Ed.

The Paris Exposition
® By Marguerite M. Parrish
The writer travelled in Europe and this
very fine article is the result. You will
be able to visualize the exposition after
reading these paragraphs.

T HE Paris Exposition or, to give it its official
title, L’ Exposition Internationale des Arts
et des Techniques Appliques a la Vie Moderne,
straddles the banks of the Seine at the very
center of Paris, occupying the exact site of the

exposition of 1900. The pavilions follow the
banks of the Seine and cluster around the
Eiffel Tower and the old Salle de Spectacles in
front of the new Trocadero.
In the middle of the Trocadero stands the
Monument to Peace which is a sort of Trajan’s
column, cased in green bronze, covered with
olive leaves and bearing in letters of gold the
names of the great apostles of Peace. Within
this veritable sanctuary are evoked the horrors
of war and the efforts of all the societies
throughout the world who are struggling for
peace. The flags of the forty-two nations taking
part in the Exhibition are gathered together
here, and beyond is the immense perspective
stretching out beneath your feet from the ter-

race. It seems rather as if the world were
kneeling at the feet of the Queen of Peace.

A more inspiring sight cannot be imagined.
To your left all of gay Paris spreads before you

with its domes, belfries and steeples. To the

right, marking the course of the river, you see
the gentle green slopes of lovely St. Cloud, and
at your very feet is the Exhibition with all its
murmur of activity and the song of its wonderful fountains. Here also can be viewed the
astounding positions given to the opposing
buildings of Germany and Russia. Strangely

enough, it is this military pair of pavilions that

one sees at every turn overshadowing the
modest efforts of the more numerous
democracies.
The Pavilion of the U. R. 8S. S. is built above

the new passage beneath the Quai de Tokio.
One can well call the Russian Soviet pavilion a
monolith composition of sculpture and architecture. Relatively low, its height increases as
the

principal facade towards lena bridge is

reached. It culminates in a fine tower, built of
metal and covered with Garzan marble com-

pletely unknown in Western Europe. A monumental statue, equal in height to a six story
building, representing a young worker and a

young peasant girl, one brandishing a hammer,
the other a sickle, tops the structure. It is
Page seven

magnificent, but there is a hidden gleam of
vulgarity, crudeness and impoliteness.

Probably the most fascinating exhibition of
any of the countries is the immense jeweled
map of Russia, all lapis and malachite, with
the cities and industrial centers in enormous
diamonds and rubies. It appears as a gigantic
Czarist snuff box, and impressed me as being

United States of America. At night searchlights

throw their shafts of light into the sky lighting
up the stars at the top of the pavilion and
recalling those of the American flag. The whole
building has something about it of the American skyscraper, and in spite of its relatively
small size it is stately and makes the traveler

feel strangely at home. The federal spirit of the
union is represented in every brick.

incredibly naive.
The county fair traditionally stands as an

Opposite the Pavilion of the U. R.S.S. is the

indicator of industrial and cultural progress,

none less imposing building of Germany, also
built along the underground passage of the
Quay de Tokio. Its tower, crowned by the
emblem of the Reich, an eagle above a swastika,
is formed of steel pillars, grooved stone, and
mosaics. The whole effect is one of modernism,
progress and power.

and the Exhibition at Chicago seemed to be a
glorified fair, but the Exhibition at Paris is
something different. It appears to be a flaunting of political parties and symbols—national
projections. Russia and Germany appear as
ready to fly at one another.
Italy stands
staunchly back, prepared, ready and smiling,
come what will. Switzerland, as ever, exempli-

After the German and Russian pavilions the

fies peace and contentment. China and Japan

most conspicuous and grandest is that of the
Italians. It resembles a gigantic block of marble

and appears to be rising out of the Seine rather
than having been built. Conspicuously placed is
an imposing statue symbolizing the genius of
Fascism. It stands before a tower which supports twenty-four statues of famous Italians.
In the main court large paintings depict the
different achievements of the Fascist regime,
and on the side is a winged Victory. Political
propaganda in terms of art finds its most
effective expression in this classical and beautiful structure. Admirably placed just inside the
main entrance are black terra cotta heads of
Mussolini and Victor Emmanuel.

bravely show themselves, but they each seem

rather

war-worn.

Spain

shows herself

by

means of an unfinished pavilion, more dramatic
than if it had been entirely completed. And the

United States seems to fly patriotically in the
gentle breezes of the Seine. If for no other
reason, the Paris Fair is interesting as the first
public exposition of the new feeling between
nations.

It is ten o’clock. Multitudes of persons have
been waiting for this moment. In obedience to
the regular march of the stars, the sun no

longer lights up our planet. It has played its
role all through the day, but now it is surpassed
by brilliant, dazzling combinations that call

For the first time in the history of Exhibitions, there is a Roman Catholic Pontificial
Pavilion, a small but inspiring modernistic
building carrying on its summit a statue of the
Blessed Virgin Mary. It contains rooms set
aside for the Missions, a baptistry, rooms
devoted to child welfare work and a sanctuary
for children dedicated to First Communion. Its
ornamentation is entirely the work of children.

forth our admiration and wonder. Everything
melts into insignificance as the Eiffel Tower
becomes a battery of vari-colored lights.

Everything is bathed in a gentle light, its
creamy whiteness here and there tinged with

gold, picking out all the magnificent lines of
the edifices, and then, beyond, a thousand
projectors and a million lamps glitter before

you. Whole patches of luminous color hang like

works. In short all phases of Catholic Action

vaporous veils over different parts of the Exhibition, spreading up from unexpected sources,
growing in intensity and then dying down, here

are represented. At last before your view is the

vivid, there faint. The Seine, a river of gold,

Then come rooms devoted to youth, adolesence,

the Christian home, manhood and charitable

chapels

with all the lights duplicated and dancing on

A tower 131 feet high, which at night be-

its surface, cuts through the picture. The shades
of night have been vanquished by conquering
man.

Pontificial Throne and its twelve
belonging to twelve foreign nations.

comes a gigantic pillar of fire represents the
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But the greatest novelty of the year 1937 and
probably the most beautiful spectacle man has
ever beheld is the Aerial Ballet taking place
every evening after sunset. A whole fleet of
boats specially constructed for this spectacle
convey the pumps from Boulogne which every

night fling immense, luminous jets of water
into the air; each stream of water has a
dazzling color of its own. And musicians like
Schmitt, Honneger and Stravinsky have composed works in which color and sound combine
harmoniously. Sound plays an important part
in this spectacle; the eye and the ear are
pleased at the same time. The music is trans-

mitted everywhere by a multitude of microphones and strings of loud speakers hidden
away in the trees, at the tops of columns, and
in the pavilions.
Around this water gala of color and music,
lies the whole city of Paris, with its buildings

lit up and shining in the night. And if, when
midnight comes, the Exhibition closes its flood
gates of light, Paris is still dazzling with light
along the animated gay boulevards of her
delightful night life. Paris never sleeps. Gay
Paris, the Queen of la belle France, lives on.

Where do You Come From?
® By George Humm

the beginning of our college career, during the

of my undue curiosity for geography. After
seizing these badges the first question usually
asked was, ““Where do you come from?” and
the answer in most cases was the mentioning of
a little town located somewhere in America or
Ohio. If the particular personage in question
was so unfortunate as to name a large city he
underwent a veritable third degree in answering those innumerable interrogations put to
him. At this point, I was thoroughly enjoying
myself when some one else conceived the very
brilliant idea of placing me on the spot. He
pounced on my back, made a lunging clutch at
the waving pendulum on my neck, and plunged
me into the beginning of a sad adventure.

Freshmen initiation week to be exact. Remember Freshmen initiation night? Now a vague
but happy memory of an evening of funmaking

In the general hysteria of those hectic
moments, he did not press his questioning too

and jollity. Well it was on this same night.

far and was merely satisfied to learn that I

after introductions and

hailed from New York. He did not take the
trouble to inquire about what part and I did
not deem it necessary to enlighten him as to
any further details. As things quieted down and
the incessant milling about had somewhat
abated, small groups began to form here and
there around the tables placed in the middle
of the floor, and I added myself to one of them.
It wasn’t long before the conversation turned
back into the old channel of where did we come
from and how do you like it here? This time
there was no escape, because I was hemmed in
on all sides by eager listeners. Here I decided
that the next best thing for me to do was to try

Shades of Gracie Allen! A sophomore
business student recalls some incidents
that happened in his freshman year.
There is a girl in the case. I wonder
who she is?

Is my wanderings about the campus many
individuals have accosted me and have
asked about my original habitat. These inquiries have resulted, to my sorrow, in several
embarrassing moments which have, nevertheless, taught me a lesson.
Let’s travel back to the first few weeks of

greetings had

been

made and formality had more or less been
thrown to the winds, that the dash for the
identification tags began. Our respected elders,
the sophs, were met for the first time on an

even basis; at least, that was supposed to be the
understanding. Everybody was enjoying him-

self, laughter and quips were being bandied
around, and a general spirit of brotherly love
floated in the air.

To get back to my story. It was this hasty
snatching and grabbing for those little round
circular disks that was later to make me repent
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to bluff my way out of the situation. I faced the
speaker, squared my shoulders according to the
prescribed manner in the Military Training
Manual, and looked at him with an indifferent
expression and at the same time spoke, in what
I supposed to be a casual tone, “New York,
buts?
“You don’t say! Whatever in the world
brought you out to this part of the country? ...
By the way, what street did you say you lived
on?”’
Ugh. That caught me off guard and left me
standing there with a sickly grin on my face.

“What's wrong with you?” asked my inquisitor with a solicitous look. “Sick?”
“No, er, that is . . . you’ll excuse me won’t
you, there’s someone calling me, see you later.”
With these words I hurried away and determined that the best thing for me to do would
be to join a group that hailed from my locality
and in this way avoid any further questioning.
According to militarists the best defense is
a good offense, and so adopting this axiom
I awaited the arrival of some nosey headhunter who hada desire to increase his knowledge of geography of the United States at my

expense. Before many minutes had elapsed I
perceived one of these enterprising explorers
heading in our direction doing his best to pierce
the milling throng.
His efforts were soon
crowned with success when he appeared,
slightly out of breath, but none the worse for
his experience. I gave him no time to regain his
breath by directing my questions at him. After
a wait of several seconds he managed to blurt
out that he was Oscar Pierce, and that he came
from Cleveland.

The hour grew late, the gathering gradually
started to break up and with parting good-nights
we made for our rooms chuckling over the
incidents of the evening, especially over the
discomfort of Oscar Pierce.
Days passed blissfully by and I still remained
ignorant of the fate that was slowly creeping
up on me. Have you ever walked around,
dreaming of the girl that requires only a threecent stamp a week to keep her entertained and

then suddenly had the props knocked from
under you? No? Console yourself, for a while
at least, for sooner or later that imp known as
Fate will catch up with you and set you back
on your heels, leaving you sadder but wiser.
It was a week or so later and I was strolling

blithely along when Fate in the guise of one of
our fairer co-eds, joined me. Her name? That,
my friends, would be leaving myself open for

further attack. Suppose we leave that little
matter from this narrative? Chatting on this or
that, mostly on that, we strolled along until
suddenly my charming companion began to
throw questions at me.
“T hear,” she said, “that you come from New
York. How can you stand this place? Nothing

ever happenes here.”
“Well,” said I, unaware that this was only
the beginning, “‘Dayton isn’t so bad. New York,
of course, has it all over Dayton but it’s...”
“Just the same, it must be fun to ride on the
subways all day, don’t you think?”
“It grows tiresome after one or two trips and

soon loses its fascination.”
“You didn’t tell me what section of the city
you came from did you?”

“Well... not exactly,” he said. “You see...
that is... Well I’m from Mansfield; it’s only
a few miles from Cleveland,” he hastily added.

What was that she hit me with? It felt like
a ton of bricks and had the kick of a mule, besides packing the wallop of one of Jack Dempsey’s punches. Slowly struggling to regain my
self-composure I began hunting around for a
suitable reply but only the true facts would do
in this case. So, bracing myself to receive her

“About twenty.’”’ Smiles began to spread and

withering glance after I had stated my story, I

“What part of Cleveland?” was my next
question, ‘‘Euclid Avenue?”

choking
others.

sounds

were

coming from

several

haltingly began to tell her that I didn’t exactly
come from New York City but from a town

called Baldwin, located on the famous South

“So, you come from Mansfield. A big city I
suppose. Nooo? Well has it a fire department?

Shore of Long Island and that it was only about
eighteen miles from the city.

It has. Why isn’t that unusual? You don’t say,

“So you come from New York!” she said in

that’s fine.” And with this and other jeers
ringing in his ears, Oscar hastily departed from

a very sweet voice that almost oozed honey.
“Well, well, isn’t that nice!
I come from
Dayton!”

our company.
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Go to the Smaller College
®@ By Thomas P. Manning
A junior in the college of arts believes
that the smaller college has the edge
on the larger college. Do you agree with
him?

S ELECTING a college is a very important

task for the youthful high school graduate. The first question he may ask himself is,
‘Shall I enroll at a large institution of learning
or shall I choose a small one?” My advice is to

go to the smaller college.
The larger institution, of course, is much
more attractive when the splendor of gigantic
buildings is seen for the first time by eager
eyes. In contrast the relics of the smaller col-

leges make the first impression rather dull.
But I believe in an old proverb: “Good things
are found wrapped in small packages.”

Friendship is a very desirable factor in college life. Without it the student will find college life very monotonous. Personal contact is
made by students in the first few months of the
school year. Almost incredibly the “cliques,”
found everywhere in life, are formed by groups
on the campus. Students are, somehow or other,
graded by an unwritten law among youths that
is destined to place them in various catalogues
of society. In the smaller college, the student
becomes acquainted with all of his classmates
and members of other classes, while in the
larger institution, the numbers enrolled make it
difficult enough for the respective classes to

acquaint themselves with the members of their
own class in four years much less know members of other classes.
Let us make a comparison between a large
school and a very small one. Columbia is said
to be the largest institution in our country with
an enrollment of over twenty-eight thousand
students while Dropsie College in Philadelphia
has an enrollment of twenty-three students and
six teachers. Both are co-educational institutions. It is true that Columbia will offer one
many more friends than Dropsie but will they

be friends of long standing? The latter school

is very exclusive in its enrollment and the

students are more intimately associated with
one another.

Athletics is an important factor in educational institutions. Somewhere hidden in the
human nature of everyone is the urge to become
a figure, to be regarded and admired by others.
In college we are apt to agree that sports are
the most predominant advertisement by which
publicity may be gained. Many of the institutions of learning depend upon athletics for a

two-fold purpose: to publicize the name of the

college as a means of enlarging the enrollment,
and to assist the college financially. The average student is interested in some sport whether
it is football, baseball or tennis. Competition
is very keen in the major school where the
average player is automatically ousted. These
young men are not needed, for they are just
not good enough for the brand of sport found
in the large college. The opposite condition

prevails in the smaller college. Young men are
urged to try out for all sports, average players

are turned into heroes, and the spirit that is
found here is remarkable.

Discipline is an important factor in the education of the American student. It is a particular requirement in this day and age and I know
of no other place to live under the very best

discipline than in a small college where a

reasonable and parental vigilance is enforced.
In the larger school the students have more
freedom which some do not know how to use
wisely.

Contact with the teachers is a problem for
the larger school. At times a teacher
so many students in his class that it
sible for him to grade them orally,
must limit his markings to written

will have
is imposhence he
tests. He

seldom speaks to members outside the class.

The opposite condition prevails in the small
school. Teachers come into contact with the
students in the class room, question them, get to
know them personally, and out of class converse familiarly with the students.
The problem of whether or not it is better to
board at a smaller college will arise for discussion. The dormitory is the place where most

of the college chums are met for the first time
and henceforth most of the college time is spent
in the dormitory, either sleeping or studying.
The smaller

colleges

have

little

dormitory

(Continued on page sixteen)
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX
The average person, asked for an opinion
regarding the now raging Chino-Japanese war,
would probably condemn the forces of the
Rising Sun for their policy of conquest in the
Far East. On the face of things, that is quite
natural. But why is such sentiment so prevalent? Why have so many Americans jumped
on the anti-Japanese bandwagon? Because the
belief is pretty well accepted that Japan is the
aggressor. And who tells us that? The Chinese!
That is the reason for the disgraceful demonstration by a mob of San Francisco citizens who
gave a very hostile reception to a Japanese

2. China must cede all territory occupied by
Japanese troops on November 1.
3. China must grant fishing rights to Japan
along the entire Chinese coast.
4. China must withdraw from the League of
Nations.

5. China must scrap all her armies and aerial
forces.
Such prohibitive demands will not be con-

delegation several weeks ago. It is hardly likely

sidered for a moment by Nanking authorities, .

then, that Japan will regard the United States’
It is the old story: a government may remain

and Japan knows it. What Japan wants is that
the world should let them go ahead and conquer China. There is much talk lately that the

neutral, but it is difficult for man.

whole affair should be settled by neutral powers

efforts toward mediation as purely altruistic.

This is written before the projected Nine

Power Conference at Brussels takes place. At
the moment, that meeting doesn’t appear to be
destined to succeed. China has declared that
she would not countenance anything but positive action of the neutral powers against Japan.
As for the latter, here are the terms upon which

peace would be considered:
1. China must recognize the independence of
Inner Mongolia, the independence of five north-

ern Chinese provinces, with the understanding
that Inner Mongolian leaders will be permitted
to name local governments.
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acting in unison, so that Christian principles of
conduct will prevail. That is a noble ideal, but
it is likewise a pipe-dream, and if it were
attempted, might bring only another general

war.
The position of the United States at this time
is not at all enviable. As the situation reads,
two principles of our foreign policy are in conflict. As a signatory of the Nine Power Treaty,

we have to take an active part in the attempt to
settle the Asiatic difficulties through arbitration, yet this is against our policy of isolation
as outlined
by the neutrality act of 1937. Whatever course we pursue, will involve the practical

repudiation of either principle. It would appear
that we are on the brink of another grand Wilsonian venture. On October 12, speaking on a

national broadcast in tribute to General Casimir
Pulaski, Polish hero of the American Revolu-

tion, President Roosevelt said that Pulaski and
his compatriots “speak to us out of the past to
bid us to guard the heritage which they helped

to bestow.’’ Mr. Roosevelt pledged
“put this nation behind efforts to
national chaos, to make conscience
brute strength.”
Evidently, Mr.

himself to
curb intersuperior to
Roosevelt’s

communication with the spirit world is faulty,
for Washington’s ghost still admonishes us to
beware of foreign entanglements.

other parts of Europe; Belgium and the Netherlands are powerless.
Dr. Hu Shih, renowned Chinese scholar, and
a member of the committee of 17 directing
China’s warfare against Japan, seems to think
that the United States will be drawn into the
war by its love of humanity. “The air raids,” he

predicts, “will go on. Incidents will pile up on
incidents. Gradually the United States, Great
Britain, and Russia will be involved. Then, to

the echoing praise of pacifists, will come the
second world war, the war to save mankind
and humanity.”
Yes, America is again to be the goat. The

The main provision of the Nine Power Pact,
made in 1922 and signed and ratified by Japan,
China, the United States, Great Britain, France,
Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Portugal,
pledged the signatories to respect the sovereignty, independence, and territorial and administrative integrity of China. Article 7 of the
agreement calls for ‘full and frank communication” between the participating powers when-

ever any one of them believe that the provisions
of the treaty have been violated. The pact contains no provisions for punishing violators of its

lesson of 1917 has been forgotten. Shibboleths
like “save the world for Democracy!” are again
being raised. Only two things can keep us out of
war: Hither the government changes its mind
about forcing Japan to evacuate China, with
the attendant loss of prestige for the United
States, or, after it has decided to interfere,

public opinion may refuse to let this nation
embark upon another foreign war. This latter
event could happen if Congress would pass the
Ludlow amendment forbidding a declaration
of war without a national referendum.

terms. However, supposing that economic sanc-

tions or force of arms, or both, would be used

On the other hand, on paper, there is evidence

to discourage Japanese activities in China, the
_ United States will probably take the initiative,
and assume the burden of settling the trouble in
the Pacific. That is the only logical conclusion,
considering the positions of the other powers:

to support the belief that “international chaos”
in the Far East could be dissipated successfully

Japan can hardly be considered to cooperate
with sanctions against herself; Italy and Portugal are preoccupied with the Spanish civil war;
France and England are extending themselves
to keep the war in Spain from spreading to

through measures of coercion. After we have
taken the initiative, other powers would join
us, and it would be a question of Japan and
possibly her ally, Germany, against the world.

That set-up could change overnight, of course.
Let us hope that the government in Washington is not composed entirely of gamblers.
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FEMININE
PHILOSOPHY
A WOMAN KNOWS!
The strike situation in our nation at present
is perhaps one of the major evils menacing the
spirit of Americanism as we have known it up
to this time. Newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, and Main Street conversations testify to
the idea somewhere stated that the fruit of bitterness and hatred between capital and labor
has too far advanced; it is now fallen and become bruised. And the worms bloated by the
tantalizing sweetness of the fruit, are slowly
crawling into its very core. Practical minded
men are saying this same thing in a different
way: they speak in terms of economics. What
about our American women? What are they
thinking? What are they saying? What are
they praying?

How, then, can woman achieve this when her
hands are tied by a new curse that is standing
between her and the one to whom she must look
for support. For no woman, regardless of the
devotion which she may have for her husband,
can, by virtue of her nature, easily espouse a
movement which will endanger the tranquility

of her family life and will shake the faith of

maker. The well-being of her family and the

her children. A mother knows with what
loyalty a son will stand by his father’s side and
fight for a cause which he does not understand. (Do the fathers themselves understand?
)
A mother knows that it is easier to sow the
seed of hatred in the midst of hatred and that
the mind of youth is a most fertile field. A
woman knows that a man can no longer command the respect of his sons and daughters
after he has lost his self-respect by becoming
animal-like in his bellows and cries against the
organization that has offered him his means of
livelihood.

up-keep of her home are the basis of every
woman’s social happiness, if she follows the
instincts of womanhood and motherhood, as she
has every right to do. Let that family be what
it may—in virtue, in character, in intelligence,
in health; let the home be a miner’s cabin, an
average man’s home, or a mansion, if there is a
heart within her body, and love in her soul, a
woman’s life will be successful in proportion to

A woman knows! But can a woman nurture
back to health the broken soul of her husband;
can she remold the hearts and minds of her
children; can she keep her eyes ahead to a
brighter future, as O-lan did; can she bring
about a return to peace and love and honor
among men, and prove herself to be the help
of this nation? If she can, and does, then man

Look at it in any way you wish, the woman
of America links hands with all other women
in at least this one achievement: she is a home-

the service she has rendered her family in
molding their lives spiritually, intellectually
and morally, and in showing them the peace
and contentment of the fireside.
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will again bless God for having given him Eve.
—ALMA C. BRAUN.

PEACE FOR TOMORROW
While the world marches slowly toward a
great international battlefield, with part of it
already engaged there, a woman marches
bravely toward peace. A gray-haired woman, a
mother, she knows where to begin to gain in-

ternational peace. She realizes that the home

is the heart of all activity, that the youth of
today are the leaders of tomorrow. And these
leaders-to-be must be taught to despise war
if the world is ever to arrive at international

peace.

Little children must be taught to live in the
world; they must be given a feeling of security,
and a means of adjusting themselves to an everchanging society. Much of this can be done at
home. Mrs. Theresa Mayer Durlach maintains
that hammers are better toys than guns, and
that substitutes must be provided for the ageold games of Indian, gangster and war. It is
self-evident that teaching children to dislike
war will do more to stop the war-makers than

Lawrence Parker of Madison Avenue offers
for a paltry sum “Black Sheep” to “lead you

from the strait-and-narrow.” To Bally who
designed them, we say “some feet.”

Paging past high hats and a few other
trinkets of small note, we find (Miss Strain)
that Princeton’s beer jackets have found a
place in the woman’s world. Lanz of Salzburg
gives you one in velveteen. Catch me, I’m
falling!

Turn the page to beautiful photography,
more beautiful ladies, and the superlative in
gowns. If you are interested in colors and
cloths here you have them: flesh-pink, crepe,

gold lame, brick-dust broadcloth, royal purple
faconne velvet.

Five minutes! And then another kind of daze
... but so, so realistic!
—ALMA C. BRAUN.

all the peace propaganda put together.

War, according to Mrs. Durlach, is a problem
of intelligence, good government and social
adjustment. And we all realize that intelligence, good government, and social adjustment

for tomorrow begin in the home of today.

CPA

—MARGUERITE M. PARRISH.

oA

FASHION IN FOUR FIGURES
Sitting in the dentist’s office five minutes

before the ensuing period of misery is not exactly the most appropriate time for contempla-

&

THE WEAKER SEX MARCHES ON
Aline Murray of Jonesboro, Arkansas, passed
the bar examination with an almost perfect
record
; one of the highest grades ever obtained
in the United States.
There are more than 2000 women dentists in
the United States.

In London, England, women, as well as men,
are trained for the police force.

American women patent more than 500 inventions a year.

tions on this year’s fashions. But what is to be
done when friend nurse thrusts the latest
fashion magazine into one’s hands! This to my

Women serve as porters on the sleeping cars
in Finland.

the events to follow.

medicine in the United States last year.

Suddenly there appears (after volumes of
advertising matter) a stunning model donated
by Madame Fox and her “bewildered” offspring, costing Miss Deb a nice slice from
papa’s pay. Little Miss Mink furnishes butter
for Monsieur Creator’s bread when she and her
various relatives get all wrapped up in a swing
model that falls from the waistline of America’s

Women make better taxicab drivers than
men, says the head of a Philadelphia Company
which employes 22 women drivers.

mind (?) is the most pleasant way of forgetting

Approximately 1000 women were studying

England has several girl football clubs. Did

you see her make that touchdown?

Miss to the tune of a few drops of ink after the

dollar sign.
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(Continued from page eleven)

buildings, and hence the students have the
advantage of better acquaintances with their
chums.

To go to a big-name institution some years
ago meant a great deal because college graduates were much in demand, but at present the

most important idea expressed is not the name
A disadvantage of attending a smaller college is the limited curriculum. But smaller colleges usually specialize in a certain type of
learning, such as a good arts course. However,
if one were to go to a large institution he could
not possibly take all the courses which that
school offered. In order to complete all the

of the college one graduated from but the type
of training received in college.
It is my firm conviction that education in a
small college is better than that in a large
institution.

courses in Yale it would take the student 503
years to graduate.

How to be Popular
@ By Marijane Spitler
Note: Not intended for columnists, professors,
or already popular people (if any).

case. Our last exception is made for people

already popular.

Almost everyone

dislikes

them, and the rules we are about to advance

I: is no use evading the question that all of
us are trying to be popular. At least those
of us who have already given up, used to try.
The fact that so many people recognize the

necessity of popularity and strive to attain it
shows its importance. Of course, there are some

who can never hope to reach this state of bliss,
and in the foremost ranks of those unfortunate
individuals is the columnist. He, poor man, can
become a good columnist only when he gets
threatening notes and has a few violent encounters with some of his subjects. Writing a
column is, by its very nature, a queer profes-

cannot be expected to overcome such heavy
opposition.
The first good rule to follow is to avoid seeing
as many people as possible, then you cannot
become unpopular with them. A second rule is
to say as little as possible—the other person
will probably be so busy talking that he will
not notice your silence anyhow, but he cannot
get angry at your interrupting him. A third suggestion, and a most important one, is to do
your assignments ahead of time! You have no

sion. It crops up in the most amazing people

idea how popular you may become with the
entire class when your work is finished and
theirs is not even begun. There are also great

and can be explained only by heredity or by

possibilities

some peculiarities which affect all such writers

brother or sister who is taking the same course

(?) in general. In any event, it is of no use for

you took once upon a time. When said youngster cries mournfully, ‘Mom, oh Mom, he won’t
help me with my trig!’’ you are sure to become
unpopular with. both parent and brother or
sister. Besides, you will doubtless end up by
doing the “‘trig’’ anyhow, so why not do it without any argument.

columnists to strive after popularity, because,
if the majority of people feel about them the
way we do, they have ten counts against them
already.

Then there are the professors. Just ask any

for popularity

with

a

younger

healthy, normal class of students how popular

their teachers are and you will immediately
realize the impossibilities which confront the
professors. When student A has been to a dance

In addition to the positive angle, there are
standard ways of becoming unpopular which it

the night before and hasn’t his assignment,
and when student B prefers talking to concen-

is advisable to avoid. One guaranteed way of
becoming the “object of lack of affection” is
to differ with a professor in the middle of his

tration on the text, you can not expect either
to be genuinely friendly towards any teacher,
so we must make a second exception for this

lecture. Just because you read in another book
the opposite of what he is saying, or just because in another class you heard the converse of
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what he is teaching, is no good reason why you
should object to his statement. It may rate you

only a “C” at the most, and the professor is not

any circumstances, be the only one in the room

to raise your hand for some question. The professor may beam at you and remark, ‘‘Well, I

likely to forget you for awhile—he will prob-

am glad some one has studied his lesson,” but

ably call on you every day henceforth. A second

you can be positive that the rest of the class will

method sure to cause unpopularity is not to

not share his satisfaction.

drive the car when it’s raining. All of your
friends, even those to whom you haven’t spoken
for days, will greet you with enthusiasm on
some rainy day, but when they find out that
you came to school via trolley, their estimation

Now then, if you just follow the above rules
you will become more or less popular in thirty

of you reaches a new low. Thirdly, do not under

rather not!

days, at least, but if you want to be popular as
much as all that, go right ahead. We would

Potpourri
HOW DO YOU DO
An item which displays breeding, disposition
and mood is that insignificant yet truly characteristic manner of approach and introduction,

of warfare, a feast at which night ceremonies
were celebrated.
With the passing of time, introductions became simple and easy. This, however, did not

the handshake. This is, perhaps, one of the

happen over night but was very gradual until

most efficient instruments used by character
readers on first encounters. Yes, too true, the

the introduction meant a courteous means of
making strangers known to each other. Today
we have the exchanging of names which to the

glib person comes out in his true colors by his
limp handshake. This type portrays a looseness
and lack of character which does not harmonize with the surface personality of the person.
We find it a real pleasure, on the other hand,
to make contact with a warm, sure and de-

termined handshake. A strong and secure personality is exemplified in this manner and we
are reassured of the realness of the individual.
The formality of an introduction can be
traced back to the primitive savage men. A
hungry, lost savage encountered another being
who was in the same predicament as he. Being
total strangers, they stood facing each other
very tense, and with their clubs held firmly in
hand, waited for some movement of assault. A

bear wandered into sight and the two men
worked as one in securing the long sought for

food and clothing. The atmosphere of enmity
disappeared when physical life and energy
could be restored to both by uniting their

primitive people meant almost certain disaster
in the form of inter-tribal feud. We take it as a
matter of courtesy to exchange names and do it

freely and without much trouble.
It would be quite interesting at this time to
note what methods of greetings exist in different countries. In China, after a long separation,
the Chinese fall onto their knees, bend their

faces to the earth and utter elaborate speeches.
The common greeting is an inclination of the
body and “Ya fan?” which means, ‘Have you
eaten your rice?” These customs exist mostly

in the smaller provinces. The Japanese are
noted for their outstanding courtesy and kindness which always impress a stranger. The
Polynesians and Laplanders as well as the
Eskimos use the odd method of rubbing noses
as form of greeting and affection.
The Islanders near the Philippines take a

efforts. Thus, we have the first introduction.

person’s hand or foot and rub it over their

When tribe met tribe, the two chiefs stood
apart, examining each other. If there existed a

faces, or raise the left foot over the right leg
and then over the face. This sounds just as
awkward and complicated as it really is. A
step ahead of this, however, is shown by the

similarity in appearance, one chief threw down
his club and the other pointed to an ox which
was just killed. There was, therefore, instead

inhabitants of Carmene who break a vein and
offer the blood as a beverage to the friend. A
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refusal would be equivalent to an insult.
In modern America, the most important fea-

ture of the introduction is the handshake which
seems to give unconsciously the true answers

to our questions. By a handshake we can become thoroughly attached to a person, or we
can become prejudiced against him from the
start.

—MARY A. GRAZIANO.

He desired to return to England and go to
school. Then only would he be ready to make
his way in this land of trials and fortune. Being
rejected at Oxford, he entered his name as an
undergraduate at Oriel College, whose hospitality he subsequently recognized by a gift of
one hundred throusand pounds. In 1878 he
returned to Africa to stay. The English government had given claims in Kimberley to those
who were willing to work them, and here for-

tune smiled on Rhodes, for his claims like many
others contained diamonds. Although his was
not the biggest diamond producing claim, he
nevertheless by business deals enabled himself
to be the master of the diamond fields eight

THE EMPIRE BUILDER
England has had many such men, known as

years after his advent into Africa.

“Empire Builders,” but there is one that receives less recognition than others. Why is this?
Because the country in which he worked does
not enter largely in our present day problems.

The country is Africa, and the man was Cecil
Rhodes. We may also classify Rhodes as a

philanthropist for he left behind him scholarships which bear his name, and which have
helped to educate many students who qualify
yearly for this endowment. Rhodes was in-

defatigable in his work. He not only laid the
foundations for the

Anglo-Dutch

Union

Since diamonds make for riches and riches
for power, Rhodes was now probably the most

influential man in South Africa. As a result he
turned his attention from riches to politics and
he began his program of empire building. His
one ambition was that England should control
Africa from Cairo to the Cape. Cairo should be
joined to Cape Town by a railroad, but many
things were to happen before he could realize
this ambition.

of

South Africa, but by efforts that were almost

To the north of Rhodesia was a territory

single-handed, he added to the British Empire

known as the Transvaal. It belonged to the
Dutch and was ruled by a calvanistic Dutchman
named Um Paul Kreuger. Kreuger was of the
old school and was therefore very hesitant to
adopt any new measures. The British government had now made Rhodes Prime Minister of
Cape Colony. He made treaties with the various
native tribes, particularly with the Matabeles.
Kreuger was the only obstacle that stood between him and the realization of this ambition.
The dealings with Kreuger had grown exceedingly unfriendly, because Rhodes was indirectly
blamed for the killing of the Secretary of the
Transvaal, a very close friend of Kreuger. The

the vast and fertile territories to the north
which bear his name.
When Rhodes came to South Africa the
country was in its infancy. The interior was
hardly known, save for the explorations made
by a few daring men like Dr. Livingston and
Henry M. Stanley. Africa was called the dark
continent, filled with savage tribes who practiced cannibalism and witchcraft. It was a

land of heat and hardship, a land of famine and
disease, but it offered great opportunity in the

development of its natural resources, especially
gold and diamonds. The latter was the incentive

Secretary’s death was accomplished bya hostile

that spurred Rhodes on to come to this place

There was a rush to the diamond fields in
1871. Rhodes at this time was eighteen, and

tribe and later Rhodes was exonerated. The
dealings of the two men verged on war, and
finally in 1900 these strange relations and
disputes about gold concessions led to the Boer
War. England was victorious and the Peace

his financial position in England was not of the

Treaty was signed in 1902, the year Rhodes

called “the unknown.”

best, but with a ‘‘what’s-there-to-lose” spirit,
he started for the Kimberly district. When he

reached his destination he was alone and penniless. Young as he was he realized this was the

died. In his will Rhodes specified that he wished

to be buried on a hill overlooking the plains of
Rhodesia, so he could watch the progress of the
country he loved so well.

land of opportunity and he resolved to save all

the money he could from the odd jobs that were
offered him.
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Rhodes lived his life in a hurry and in the
shadow of death. He had known from his teens

that he could hardly expect to reach, and certainly not pass, middle age. When he was
twenty a London doctor gave him only six
months to live. When he resigned all his public
offices he was forty-two; when he died he was
forty-eight. The last intelligible sentence that
he muttered an hour or so before he died was:
“So little done, so much to do.”

—WILLIAM J. SACHS.

In high schools and colleges throughout the
United States America’s youth is getting his

training. He is kept active in sports to improve
his physical condition, and at the same time
through his football, baseball and other sports
he is learning the fundamentals of cooperation
and helpfulness.
In football, perhaps, more than in any other
sport co-ordination is an important factor. Each
member of the team has certain duties to per-

form and it is important that he is trained to

THE AMERICAN WAY
“War for us has been a sport. .. bombing
was most diverting,” thus spoke Vittorio Mussolini, son of Italy’s dictator, recently in
Hollywood. Shortly afterward he left the film
colony because Hollywood
—joyous, prankmaking, glamorous, Hollywood—didn’t like his
attitude.
Almost at the same time that reporters were
interviewing young Mussolini in America, other
newspapermen across the sea in his native country were witnessing a parade of the Italian
armed forces with his father, Il Duce. They
were recording for the press the story of how
Italy trained her youth to play this new and
fascinating sport called War.
There were thousands of young men marching in review before their dictator. Some of
them were only seventeen and eighteen years
old—for in Italy military training is compulsory for the younger generation—and they

marched side by side with the veterans of the
Ethopian war. They carried guns, and they
were well trained in the use of their weapons.

do them in the proper way. That is why coaching staffs are such a big factor in the American
colleges today.

No longer is the Physical Education Department of any school regarded as of minor im-

portance. No longer are the stars of the gridiron “muscular dumbells brought in from the
sticks to win the game for the old alma mater.”
Today the headline stars of football, many of
them, at least, are among the most intelligent
students in their classes.

That is perhaps, the result of new training
rules, new methods of coaching, in which not
only physical training takes place, but also

mental training. Our athletes of today are the
fittest that American youth can supply. They

are alert and intelligent young men, capable of
stepping
positions.

into

prominent

and _

important

Their minds are free from distortions of fear.
They play the game because it is good, clean
fun for them as well as for their opponents.
Even in the face of injury the spirit of sports-

manship is strongly evident in those who do or
die for the game’s sake.

They knew all the fundamentals of warfare,

and they were eager to put them into practice.

That is the effect that high school and col-

Doubtless they felt the same way as did young
Mussolini—that war was “just a sport.”

lege sports have on our American youth. And

There is a striking contrast between these
youths of Italy and our own American youths.
Perhaps, the word “sport” tends to make up
the difference.
While young Italy trains with guns and implements of war, young America takes to the
gridiron, the gymnasium, and the baseball
diamond. Instead of tanks, planes, and bombs,

the American youth is more concerned about

the American public spends millions of dollars
every year to witness these sports events, showing its appreciation for the efforts of its athletes. In many other countries, that money goes
to train young men to be soldiers.

Is it any wonder that Hollywood and
America in general scorn the statement of

young Mussolini—praises, and applaudes the
world of sport in the American Way?

—DOUGLAS J. INGELLS.

punts, passes and base hits.
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THE GRADING SYSTEM
I believe that the system of grades in colleges
and secondary schools is to the disadvantage
of students. The students work and apply themselves only to the receiving and maintaining of
high point averages. The real object. of college,
the broadening of one’s knowledge, is lost in
the scramble for good marks.
By the time students are of college age, they
are old enough to know what they want. If
they will not take the responsibility of guiding
their own lives at this time, they never will.

Some people are inclined to be dreamers and
the college of their choice will not easily correct
the fault. If a student wants to learn in college,
he has the opportunity. If he does not wish to
improve himself, no power can make him do so.
There are too many other easier ways of attaining good grades.
Because of this grading system students resort to dishonest means to an end. As a result

we find a lot of quilling (polishing the apples),
plagiarism, and cramming. To receive excellent
marks, students will take the quickest way
regardless of the harm to themselves. They learn
little and consequently are wasting their own
as well as the professor’s time. It is also unfair

to parents who feel real proud and encouraged
at the amount of knowledge their children are
accumulating. If only they realized how time
and money are wasted in college, they would
not feel so elated.
In order to receive grades of good standing,
students do not bother to think for themselves
—they rely on their memory. Lessons are
memorized from books and notes, but their
application is not considered. Cramming of this
sort is forgotten readily and its application to
everyday life is not easily discerned.
Grading systems also lead to taking of the
so-called “snap” courses. In every school certain professors are reputed to be “easy” and
their classes are always full. Subjects of this
kind may not be very informative, and regardless of whether the student is interested in the
course or not, he is willing to enter the class to
geta good grade. Thus the studying is restricted,
and students fill their time with easy courses
just to make the family proud of them.
A competitive system of grading also breeds
discontent. Many students acquire an inferior-

ity complex because they do not receive grades
as good as the next person. On the other hand
some people develop superiority complexes,
and when they get out of school they become
very discouraged. They find that a “C”’ student
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rates just as well out in business, if not better,
than an “A” student. The ‘‘C’ student may
be better fitted to understand the problems of
the work-a-day world because he has more
practical knowledge, generally spoken of as
good, common horse sense. The “A” student
lives too much in the “book”’ world, and can not

cope with reality.
In my opinion the best way to remedy these

ills is to abolish the grading system. Encourage
students to study for their own satisfaction and

above all to be individual.
—VIRGINIA DOHNER.

A FRESHMAN’S LAMENT
“Freshmen, Freshmen, Freshmen all are we,”
sing the unfortunate first year students of
Dayton U. Abused by the Sophs, laughed at by
the public, and ignored by the upperclasswomen, we unflinchingly carry on our ‘do or
die” spirit for our newly acquired Alma Mater.

On the campus we area pitiful lot, and receive sympathy from none. With a distant look
in our eyes, we sadly, and usually unsuccessfully, wander about the halls in quest of our
very illusive destination. We inquire of a Sophomore, and a delighted smile wreathes his face
as he passes on without a word of aid or even
encouragement. But such is not our saddest

plight.
At pep assemblies and football games we are
the object of many muffled snickers, brought
on by our apparent innocence and our undecided movements. Our indignation is admirably
quelled until we are called upon to sing the

praises of those who persecute us, namely the
Sophs. Imagine our resentment after having

pushed a match stick around the floor with our
noses to be compelled to sing, ‘“‘The Sophs Are
Jolly Good Fellows,” before a large appreciative audience of ‘“‘hecklers” in a respectable
Main street restaurant.
Of the hundred and one grievances we freshmen have, the “Ten Commandments” are up-

permost. If truthfully told we “first year men”
have ideas of our own concerning rules and
regulations governing us. Upon drawing up our
own Commandments we would make it compulsory, and a grievous offense if violated, that
every freshman sitting on a park bench must
have at least one co-ed sitting there. But until
that time, when we are free citizens again, we
shall be obliged to content ourselves with a
graceful curtsy and a restricted “hello.”
—JAMES F. WINTER.
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Book Reviews
THE KING’S GOOD SERVANT
By Olive B. White

met a new friend, because what this friend had
to say appealed to me.

This historical novel is a stirring account—
in the style of a novel—of the last six years of
the life of that distinguished, witty, very
human, and lovable man of the sixteenth-century England, St. Thomas More. This book
gives us a commendable picture of the shifting
political and religious states of England under
Henry VIII, and their bearing on the person
of St. Thomas before, in the midst of, and after
his acting in the capacity of Henry’s Chancellor. The author has adhered as closely as possible to historical facts in the unfolding of the
story, and in a style that holds the interest from
beginning to end. She has very capably presented to the reader the heroic fortitude of the
“martyr for his conscience sake,” as one may
well style the saint who died “the King’s good
servant, but God’s first.” His captivating personality with its influence on the members of
his family as well as all his associates, seems to
be the outstanding impression one has of St.
Thomas after having finished the book. Besides
these good qualities, the book possesses another,
which should be of help to every student: it

Whatever it is that we read, we are reading
of nothing but life and its consequences. Life is
the biggest game that we play; it is the biggest
job that we have to do. There are rules for
every game, regulations for every job. The
football players must stay in bounds and the

affords the reader a splendid opportunity to
“brush up”’ on his history.
—ERNEST SPEGELE.

LIFE’S AN ART
By Franc-Nohain
One of the real pleasures of reading, I think,
is the discovery of some new friend who makes
such an impression upon you, that you are
almost sorry that you had not met him sooner.
The truth of the matter is I had not even heard
of Franc-Nohain until I happened upon this
little book of essays, “Life’s An Art.” After
completing the little volume, I realized I had
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workman must not overstep his position. And
so there are rules for the game of life. The
books of literature that we read, whether drama
or fiction or poetry, tell us of the game of life.
Frequently these books give us a subjective
view of life.
It is good at some time to read a book that
deals with life objectively. This book does just
that. It is packed with quotable material, and
I like to quote.

Franc-Nohain

truthfully

thinks

that

we

often live too passively. We plan big things for
ourselves but they remain visions only, and
when we.look back we find very little accom-

plished. We should be capable of making the
most of life by using the little things which are
the components of life. He says: “Whatever

goal you select, pursue it energetically; let
nothing turn you aside and above all never
give up.”
Yes, I like Franc-Nohain. He is not great, I
do think, in the sense of our literary “greats.”
But he is at the fullness of life, some
fifty years of age, and has experienced life’s
joys and sorrows, its despairs and hopes. Since
he capably and entertainingly sets down what

he thinks, and what he thinks seems to have
much truth with it, I hope to place his ‘‘Life’s
An Art” on my own shelf at some near date,
that I may call upon him when I wish, my
friend.

—RICHARD FRANZ.
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it’s time to talk turkey!
Thanksgiving to that old bird is just a pain in the neck, but with us it is a different
story: For then it is time to proudly show our seasonal offerings . . . burly Raab
Overcoats with personality-plus . .. As warm as they are smart, and that you will

agree is plenty, when you step into the stadium on a frosty afternoon feeling
better than a match for your contemporaries in appearance and comfort. You won’t
believe—until you see them—that so much value can be had for only $22.50.

RAGLANS

@®

BALMACAANS

®

POLO COATS

®

CHESTERFIELDS

in the season’s favorite materials.

RAAB
Maker of Fine Clothes SINCE
1903
Third National Bldg.

+

38 North Main St.

Congratulations U. of D.
Best Wishes for a Successful
Football Season.

LOOKING AHEAD
Industries, like individuals, find it necessary to look forward rather than backward. Now, as in the past, this company

continues to anticipate the needs of an
expanding community, and to provide both
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sufficient to meet promptly all demands
made on it for service.
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BY WORMSER *
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Priced at
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